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20 stairs - A set of stairs lighting - lighting
width 90 cm

Price 261.30 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 24 hours

Number 615

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
Stairway lighting kit - using LED strip.

The kit includes
 

- Intelligent controller to the stairs - https://stair-lighting.com/smart-led-driver-for-lighting-stairs-driver-lighting-effects-
version-1120-p-605.html?language=en
 

- Motion sensors dedicated to the controller 2 pieces - https://stair-lighting.com/motion-sensor-light-sensor-in-one-
shortcircuit-no-or-nc-dedicated-to-intelligent-stairs-controllers-p-507.html?language=en

- Waterproof LED strip 4 roll (warm white or cool white) - https://stair-lighting.com/5m-led-strip-3528-300-diod5m-
waterproof-warm-white-p-216.html?language=en

- Power suppy to a set - https://stair-lighting.com/zasilacz-modulowy-do-led-12vdc-150w-rs-150-12-sy-p-145.html

Installation of lighting at 20 stairs with a width of 90cm it must be thought out decision. We suggest that you use our
dedicated set of degrees of these parameters. We offer lasting light sources, because withstand 30-50 thousand. working
hours. This solution for years and talk about the LEDs. There are 300 for each of the 5-meter and a waterproof adhesive tape.
Such the LED strips made of a flexible laminate prepared four white.

Rise and fall of LEDs is controlled smart device - to any programming depending on your needs. Thus, we influence the
economic use of electricity and get low bills. The light may appear automatically after dusk and shine as long as the stairs are
often used. It may also from below or from above to light up fragments - where the user at the time that needs to be safe.
This functional solution gives comfort of movement. In addition, the health of our children and our not threatened even
accidental touching of devices and tapes. We chose to set special brand modular power supply MEANWELL / DELTA, which
stabilizes the voltage at 12V.

The use of our system to illuminate the stairs is possible not only at home, or a two-storey apartment stairwell of a multi-
family house, etc. With rugged materials and other technical, everything works well also outside, in the garden, terrace.

This product has additional options:
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Motion sensor - 2 pcs: T1 , T2 (+ 15.52 Euro ), T4B (+ 51.74 Euro ), T4B (+ 41.39 Euro )
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